Serafim Sotiriades & Associates
Law Office

IAG Assembly Program & Information:
Athens – Greece, 8-11 October 2015

Athens is considered one of the top destinations in the world.
We will try to make this Assembly an unforgettable experience for you!

The Program
Thursday, 8 October 2015
Evening
19:00 Welcome drink and registration at the Electra Palace lounge-bar (lobby)
Delegates and guests are welcomed in a private area at the
Electra Palace with White Prosecco and the traditional Greek
Ouzo drink.

20:00 Walk around Athens Ancient City Centre (15 minutes)
We will fuel your appetite with a night-walk around Athens
Ancient City Centre (15 minutes). During our first short walk, we
will admire the narrow streets of Plaka, called “the
neighbourhood of the Gods”, and Anafiotika area, that looks like
a small island within Athens.
20:15 Greek Traditional Dinner at Plaka Area
We will taste typical Greek dishes at the famous greek
“tavernas”, all made of excellent quality fresh ingredients and
flooded with the famous Greek olive oil.
Tip: A taverna is a small Greek restaurant that serves traditional
Greek cuisine, an integral part of Greek culture. Typical dishes
are Greek salad, feta, mousakas, tzatziki, fava, ntolmadakia, etc.
Special Interest Group: Starting with a Cocktail night at Plaka Area
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Friday, 9 October 2015

Morning
Business Session for delegates only. Includes lunch.
The business session will take place in Electra Palace Ballroom.
The detailed program to be announced.

GUESTS – free time to walk the shopping centre
Athens is a paradise for shopping. All kind of shops are to be found near to Electra Palace Hotel, in the
most famous shopping areas of Athens the Ermou street, Aiolou street and in the area of Kolonaki. For
books and music instruments, the Solonos and Academias street. Many shops are on the two main
streets that heading to the Parliament square Panepistimiou and Stadiou. But the most famous
market place is Monastiraki and the flea market, where you can find ancient Greek sandals that are
handmade locally by skilled craftsmen. Worth of a visit is the Athens market at Athinas street and the
small shops at Evrypidou street.
Noon & Afternoon – ALL
14:45 Evening Bus excursion to the South suburbs (by the sea) and guided tour to Sounion (Ancient
Poseidon temple).
We will admire the sunset over the Aegean Sea, a sought-after
spectacle. Our experienced guides will describe the great history
of the sanctuary of Sounio, which is one of most important
sanctuaries in Attica.
Tip: The dramatic coastal location of Soúnio in southern Attica
was an ideal spot for a Temple of Poseidon, God of the sea.
Standing atop sheer cliffs overlooking the Aegean Sea, the marble temple has served as a landmark
for sailors from ancient times to today.
Evening
20:30 Dinner at Electra Hotel award winning roof garden restaurant with stunning Acropolis views.
Delicate flavors, original interpretations of beloved classics,
unexpected culinary combinations, all come together to create a
fine dining experience
Special Interest Group: Walk around the famous bars of Athens city Centre
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Saturday, 10 October 2015

Morning – ALL
11:00 Visit to Acropolis museum.

The Acropolis museum is located in the pedestrian precinct
Dionysiou Areopagitou street, a few meters away of the ancient
theatre of Dionysus and the Herodes Atticus Odeon. At the
Acropolis museum, we will admire, among other monuments,
six statues of maidens known as the Caryatids, which supported
the roof of Erechtheion, instead of the typical columns.
Tip: The Acropolis hill (acro - edge, polis - city), so called the
"Sacred Rock" of Athens, is the most important site of the city
and constitutes one of the most recognizable monuments of the world. The Propylaea are the
monumental entrances to the sacred area dedicated to Athena, the patron goddess of the city.
(pls indicate interest and select between visit to Acropolis museum or Golf at Glyfada - below)
11:00 For the golf lovers, we have organized Golf at Glyfada (includes transportation 30-45 minutes,
18 holes game, set of golf rental)
Tip: The Glyfada Golf Course is a green oasis of rolling hills,
landscaped with mature trees and shrubbery, located in the
seaside town of Glyfada.
http://www.golfglyfada.gr/
Evening
Dinner at Michelin star Varoulko fish restaurant of Chef Lefteris Lazarou (by tour bus)
http://varoulko.gr/
This recognised and award-winning restaurant is located in one
of the most beautiful places, the Mikrolimano marina, in front of
the sea and offers excellent sea-food.
Tip: You will taste sea bass (the famous Lavraki) carpaccio and
orzo cooked with prawns with sea amazing views.
Special Interest Group: Saturday late night group experience

Sunday, 11 October 2015

7:30 – 19:30 One Day Cruise to Hydra – Poros -Aegina (Includes Lunch on board, Pick-up service, All
taxes, Excludes Gratuities (optional), Drinks and beverages)
This is your opportunity to explore 3 beautiful islands - Hydra,
Poros, Aegina.
If you can postpone your departure for one day, DO NOT miss it!
Join, and enjoy a popular relaxing cruise, delicious food,
entertainment with Greek music, popular Greek songs, and
Greek dancing in fully air-conditioned cruise ships.
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Some numbers for Hellenic
Republic (Greece)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

4th most popular tourist destination in EU
Top 10 best world destination
> 6000 islands, 16.000 km coastline, 190.000 beaches
> 4000 years of history
Geographic Importance - Strategic location - Gateway between EU and EAST
Membership in important international organizations: EU, NATO, EBRD, EIB, IBRD,
IMF, IMO, Interpol, OECD, UN, UNCTAD, UNESCO, WHO, WTO, CERN
Infrastructures:
520 ports – 12 international
45 airports – 15 international
New Highways
Mediterranean Climate for year round tourism
Terrain: Mostly mountains extending into the sea
Area: 131,990 sq. km.
Population: 10,815,197
Density: 81.96/km2
Length of State Border: 1,228 km

Athens General

Athens is the capital and largest city of Greece. Athens dominates the Attica region and is one of the
world's oldest cities, with its recorded history spanning around 3,400 years, and the earliest human
presence around the 11th–7th millennium
Athens is recognized as a global city because of its geo-strategic location and its importance in
finance, commerce, media, entertainment, arts, international trade, culture, education and tourism.
The urban area of Athens (Greater Athens and Greater Piraeus) extends beyond its administrative
municipal city limits, with a population of 3,090,508.
The heritage of the classical era is still evident in the city, represented by ancient monuments and
works of art, the most famous of all being the Parthenon, considered a key landmark of early Western
civilization.
Athens is home to two UNESCO World Heritage Sites, the Acropolis of Athens and the medieval
Daphni Monastery.
Athens was voted as the third best European city to visit in 2015 by European Best Destination. More
than 240,000 people voted

ATHENS: NEED TO KNOW

The historical centre of Athens, where Electra
Palace Hotel is situated, is the most important
area of the city in order to admire the shrine of
Democracy, the Acropolis, the Parthenon, the
museums, the monuments and theatres from
the
glorious
past
of
Athens.
The
Pedestrianisation of the historic centre that is
surrounded from the triangle between Plaka,
Dionysiou Areopagitou street and Keramikos
includes almost all the magnificent sights of
Athens. At Dionyssiou Areopagitou one can go walking from Syntagma square or by metro to the
Acropolis station, a few meters away is the new Acropolis museum and opposite is the Ancient
theatre of Dionysus, a little bit further is the Herodes Atticus Odeon and after that is the way on the
Acropolis. The hills of Filopapos and Pnix are nearby as well as the ancient Agora, the temple of
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Hephestus the oldest neighbourhoods of Athens Plaka, Anafiotika and Monastiraki on the north west
slopes of the sacred rock. An amazing planning that give the opportunity to the visitor to see within a
few hours the most important sights of Athens.

Athens History

Classical Athens was a powerful city-state that emerged in
conjunction with the seagoing development of the port of
Piraeus. A centre for the arts, learning and philosophy,
home of Plato's Academy and Aristotle's Lyceum, it is
widely referred to as the cradle of Western civilization and
the birthplace of democracy, largely due to the impact of its
cultural and political achievements during the 5th and 4th
centuries BC on the rest of the then known European
continent. The Athenian Democracy was the most direct
form of it, as the institutions of the city were consisted of the citizens, and the decisions were made
by them for them. Highly recommended a walk to the hill of Pnika or to the area of the Ancient
Market, places where people used to meet back then to discuss about the important public issues and
make the decisions.

Athens as a Time Machine (Tourism)

The “core” of the historic centre is the Plaka neighborhood (at the eastern side of the Acropolis),
which has been inhabited without interruption since antiquity. When you walk through the narrow
labyrinthine streets lined with houses and mansions, you will have the impression of travelling with a
“time machine”. You will encounter ancient monuments, the Roman Agora (1st c. B.C.), the Hadrian’s
Library (132 A.D.), churches - masterpieces of Byzantine art and architecture, as well as remnants of
the Ottoman period. There are also some interesting museums, lots of picturesque tavernas, cafés,
bars, as well as shops selling souvenirs and traditional Greek products.
Continuing from Plaka you arrive at Monastiraki, a characteristic area of “old” Athens, with
narrow streets and small buildings where the city’s traditional bazaar is held. Close to it is the Psyrri
area, a traditional neighborhood which during the past few years has evolved into one of the most
important “centres” of the town’s nightlife, with scores of bars, tavernas, ouzeris, clubs, etc.
However, the “heart” of the historical centre is the traditional commercial neighborhood,
with more than 2,500 shops of all kinds, which spreads out over the streets surrounding Ermou Street
(the city’s best-known commercial street). The western “border” of the area is Athinas Street, where
the foodstuff commerce is concentrated, reminding one strongly of the Middle East.

Panoramic view of Plaka

The ancient Odeon of Herodes
Atticus

The Royal Gardens close to
Syntagma Square.

Stare at the sea

Piraeus port

Walk around Plaka narrow
streets
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Gastronomical Athens

Greek gastronomy comes with 3.500 years of
history and it is based on pure, fresh, Greek
ingredients, proper use of herbs and spices,
fish and seafood, lamp and goat meat and the
master of all, olive oil. In Attica, popular
Mediterranean nutrition it is not about fashion
or trend, it’s an everyday way of life for
inhabitants and visitors.
Etymologically, the word "gastronomy" is
derived from Ancient Greek γαστήρ,”gastér,
"stomach", and νόμος, “nómos"=laws that
govern", and therefore literally means "the art or law of regulating the stomach". Gastronomy as a
word and meaning is used to all roman-born languages. Gastronomy is all about moderation and
appeals to every culture.
The Greek salad is known all over the world and is one of the tastiest and healthiest at the same time.
The famous “gyros” and “souvlaki”, the traditional Greek fast – food, consists of pork meat, French
fries, tomato, onions and “tzatziki”, a sauce made of Greek yoghurt and garlic.
During your stay you will enjoy a wide variety of fresh fish, unique meals with meat and delicious
desserts, drink ouzo, tsipouro and Greek wines.

Tomato, feta, olive oil.
The simplest the best

Sea-food to typical Greek
tavernas

Octapus

Mousakas, a traditional dish
with

Souvlaki kebab.
Tip: The famous “Thanasis” or
“Bairaktaris” at Monastiraki are
5 minutes from our hotel

Athens has two Michelin
awarded molecular cuisine
restaurants.

Greek extra virgin olive oil is considered to be amongst the finest extra virgin olive oils in the world
Some general characteristics of Greek oils are:
• Grassy in aroma
• Herbaceous with a hint of lemons
• Slightly peppery
The Greeks have used olive oil in many ways for thousands of
years. The olive tree, olive and olive oil have historical and cultural
significances for the Greeks, they use olive oil for eating, in soap,
as fuel for lamps, to christen their children and in many other
ways.
Tip: Thirty-five extra virgin olive oils from Greece have achieved the distinction “Best in the World” for
2015 at the New York International Olive Oil Competition (NYIOOC).
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